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iNaZz Admin Request
Posted by iNaZz - 01 Jun 2010 20:16
_____________________________________

Hey Guys its inazz here,

First off i would like to say how much twk is improving and how much i enjoy talking to all of you   

The main reason's why i would love the change to be admin would be:

Because so i could populate the twk servers with the best of my abilty, and also to show discipline to the
players on the servers, such as players being  racist to one another etc...

I think you could trust me because im active  well mannered and mature for my age ( hope so xD)  and i
could give alot back to twk so as .  my kindness to all of you and to hopefully donate when i can get
money available. and to show respect wilst im on the servers and that players dont leave and never
come back. because i wanna populate the servers and make twk as bigger as it is at the moment...

ok guys i think i covered alot   

Take care love u all

============================================================================

Re: iNaZz Admin Request
Posted by eskimo - 01 Jun 2010 23:11
_____________________________________

you go on ts3 occasionally and talk to us, thats bound to get some brownie points    haha. Good luck on the application 

============================================================================

Re: iNaZz Admin Request
Posted by vapour - 02 Jun 2010 13:17
_____________________________________

Nice lad. One of the community members that actually bothers to make an effort with the rest of us, by
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coming on ts3 etc.

Although he did cotton on to the gay joke without gazza telling him. Which i find disturbing.

Gets the VapouR seal of approval ;D

============================================================================
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